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ABSOLUTE DETERMINANTS AND HILBERT SYMBOL

ALEXANDER SMIRNOV

ABSTRACT. A tensor category of "vector" spaces over "constants" (i.e., 0 and l'oots
of unity) of a number field is constructed. We consider the "eonstants" as a monoid
only and the tensor eategory has a very simple structure. Nevertheless, applying
determinant theory (in the sense of the category eonsidered) to number and loeal
fields allows us to eonstruct a theory of the c1assieal Hilbert symbol.

INTRODUCTION

Many inlportant constructions of algebraic geoluetry do not work in the scheme

theory(aud therefore in Arakelov geoIlletry). For exampie, there is no two-dilllensional

space Spec Z x Spec Z and no sheaf of differentials, nl , on Spec Z. The reason of

difficulties seeIUS to be that we have no properly defined "comnlon" part of all the

fields IF,I • Nevertheless 1 SOlue objects defined over the non-existing "field with one

element" are well-known(for exaluple, GLn(IFI ) is the symmetrie group Su)' Of

course, all such kind constrtlctions should be regarded only as a very rough approx

iInation of "true" those, which are unknown in present time. So, our task on this

level is to look for working construct.ions.

In {SIn] the natural "constants" in any nunlber field (zero and all the roots of

unity) were considerecl as a S11bstitute of the cons taut fielel anel as an extension of IF1 •

(there a cosieleration of pI over the "fields" has led to several number-theoretical

conjectures generalizing the well-known ABC-conjecture).

Recently, M.Kapranov wrot.e Iue that a t.ensor calculation over these "fields1
'

(which he denotes by 1F1,,) lead to an interpretation of same classical sYIubols in

the class field theory for nUIuber fielcls. More precisely, I(apranov pointed out that

the n-power residue sYIubol (~) Tl E Ilu (here p is a priIlle ideal in a ring of integers

A of a number field) can be interpreted as an appropriately defineel detenninant of

luultiplication by Cl in Alp, considerecl as a "vector1
' space over F1n:

(~) = clet(a : Alp --+ Alp).
P n

This strenghens the analogy between power residue symbols and resultants well

known in the class fiel cl theory for functional fields. NaIllely, the resultant of two

lllonic polinonlials f1 9 E k{t] is

Res(f, g) = clet(f : k[tJ/(g) --+ k[t]/(g)).

1
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The reciprocity law is thus an analog of the synll11etry property of the,resultant.

In a talk on the conference on "Arithnlet.ic ge0111etry" on May 1094 in Lumini

the author have Inentioned this Kapranov's idea. After that A.N .Parshin told me

about his interpl'atation of a Breen's construction for the tarne symbol on algebraic

curves (Iater ancl inclependently this construction were rediscoverecl in [ACI<]) and

suggested to look for an analogous construction for nUll1ber fields. This is clone in

the present paper.

In the Sec.1 we describe a tensor category of "vector spaces over 1F1n" and in

the Sec.2 we study relations between this category, which is non-additive, and an

abelian category of abelian groups with an 1F1n - action(note Lemlua 2.1.2, which

plays a crucial role in what follows). In the Sec.3 we construct, following [ACI<], a

symbol {I, g} of two COlullluting autoll1orphis111S of a universum V and in the Sec.4

we link this synlbol with the taIlle Hilbert sYlnbol( there V coincides with a finite

extension ]( of Qp; 1,9 E J(*). Besicles, there a weak reciprocity law for global

number fields is proved. In the Sec.5 we explaine the construction of the Sec.3 from

a ruore invariant point of view: thel'e we consider a category of line bundles and

their meronl0rphic rllorphisluS on a one-dilllensional space instead of the universum

V.
I would like to thank A.N .Parshin for his explfUlations and sugestion, and also

the organizers of the rnentioned confel'ence for the invitation.

I thank also M.Kapranov, who wrote lue about his ideas and later kindly con

sultated nle concerning allluy questions.

This paper is clone during nlY stay at the Max-Planck Institute of Mathenlatics

in fralnework of a special activity on the Arakelov theory and I thank MPIM and

the organizers of this Ineeting for the invitation.

NOTATION

Let us fix notation, which will be used throughout the paper.

• J.l is a finite abelian group (rllultiplicative);

• N is the nunlber of elernents of Il;

• F = {O} U Il is considered as a cOffilnutative 111onoicl (0 . c = 0);

• w = TIeE/l c is the root sign of IL.

It is easy to see that

w = { the elelnent of order two in Il, if such an element is unique;

1, else.

• V = V \ {pt} for any pointed set V.
• M is tbe category of F -spaces (see 1.1).

• M abis a subcategory of all the abelian groups of M (see 1.1).

• P is the category of free F -spa.ces (see 1.1).

• Pab = pnMub (see 1.1).
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1. CATEGOR.Y OF F -SPACES
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The constuctions of this section were discovered independently by M.Kapranov

and the author. The later considered during long tilne the determinant det = det1

(see 1.2.7) as bad one, and thought that a right determinant is det_1 , which would

be in K1-theory of F, hut not in Fitself. A I{apranov's idea is that just det1 18

interesting and just it arises in nUlllber theory.

1.1 Objects and luorphisnls.

Definition 1.1.1. An F-s]Jace is a pointed set V (the point ptE V will always be

denoted by the sYlubol 0) with an action of F such that for any e E Fand any

x E V we have 0 . x = 0 and e . 0 = O.

A morphis111 of F-spaces is an F-equivariant luap of pointed sets. Vve denote the

category of F -spaces by M (01' M F ). Consider in M a subcategory M ab of abelian

groups and their h01110IlIOrphislllS (t.he action of F IUUst agree with the structure

of the abelian graup ).

Definition 1.1.2. Let V E M. We say that V is free, if I" acts freely on V.

The free objects of M generate a full subcategory, which will be denoted by P
and the free objects of Mah generate a fuU subcategory, which will be denoted by

Pub- For V E P put

dinl V = Card(V1ft).

For V E P define a basis of V as a. collection of eleulents :Z:I, X2, ... , Xd E V, such

that in each orhit of t.he action of fl on V lies exactly one of the :1: i 'so

1.2 Tensor operations. In this subsection by symbols V, W, etc. we clenote free

F-space8.

1.2.1 Duality. The space V· coincides as a set with V. We denote the identity

nlap V --+ V* by :l: H x*. The action of F on V* is defined as follows: if c E It,

then e . x* = (e- 1 . :1:)*.

1.2.3 Direct 5U111. Put V EB HI = {O} U V u H' with the obvioU8 action of p.

1.2.4 Tensor product. Consider the antidiagonal action of /1, on V x W clefined

by e· (x x y) = e:r: x e-1y.
~ ~ - -

Put V 0 W = {O} U V 0 W, where V 0 W is the factor of V x W by the

anticliagonal action of 11,.

Let x 0 y denote the iInage of the couple (x, y) undel' the natural projection.

The action of F on V inchlces an action of F on V 0 W anel it is clear, that

(cx) 0 y = x 0 ey.
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1.2.5 Exterior powers. There are two natural actions of the sYlnn1etric group

SI. on V 0k :

(a) 0- (Xl 0 0 x 1.) = :c u ( I) 0 ... 0 x u ( I. );
(b) 0-( Xl 0 0 x 1.) = wparity(u) xu(I) 0 ... 0 Xcr(k)'

Accordingly, there are two theories of exterior powers: AfV anel At,Y (we write

often Aky insteacl of A~V). To define these spaces, consider the following subset
of y0k :

Z = {XI 0 ... c:9 xklthere exist indices i, j, anel A E F, such that Xj = A . Xi}.

Put

where c denotes 1 01' W anel the action of Skis as in (a) for c = 1, aud as in (b) for

c = w.

There is a nat.ural projection V0 k ---+ A~V (by which Z ---+ {O}). The irnage of

Xl 0 ... <9 Xk under this projection is denotecl by Xl 1\ ... 1\ Xk.

1.2.6 Rernark. In the algebra A~V, we have, as usual, x 1\ x = 0, but x 1\ Y = Y 1\ :C.

The existence oi' the con1111utative exterior power is a special phenoluenon of our

situation.

1.2.7 Deterillinants. Let. di1l1 V = cl < 00. We set

clet~V = A~V.

This is a one-dilnensional space.

For any iS0l110rphislll <P : V ---+ vV we obtain a natural Iuorphism

dett: cl> : clett: V ---+ dett: lV j VI 1\ ... 1\ Vd ---+ 4>(yX) 1\ ... 1\ cl>(Yd)'

In the case V = lV, the Illorphis1l1 det~ <p is given by the multiplication by an element

of F (since diIll( dett: V) = 1 ), which is denoted by the salue sYIubol dett: <p.

If Xl, ... ,Xd is a basis of V anel cP(xd = CiXcr(i), then

d

dett:cP = eparity(cr) . TI ci.

i=l

We write often det V in8tead of det I 1/ and det cl> in8tead of det I 4>.

1.2.8 Rernark. Let Cl, c2, c3, c4 E {I, w}. It is easy to see that if Cl C2 = c3c4, then

there is a canonical iS01l10rphis1l1

det.t:l V c:9 dett:2 VV :::: dett:3 V 0 det~4 W.

In particular, if we put [w] v = eletw V 0 (det l V)*, then for any V anel W the spaces

[w] V anel [w] ware canonically isoIllorphic.

Besides, there is tbe canonical iS01110rphislu:
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1.2.9 Agreeillent about signs. Below we adhere to the following convention:

(a) det V = det l V, detq) = detlq), AkV = Afv;
(b) V ® W ~ Hl 0 V, x&; Y -7 Y 0 :c;

(c) (V&;W)0U::: V0(W0U), (v0w)0u-7v0(w0u);
(cl) V·· ~ V, x·· -7 x.

2. INTERACTION BETWEEN M AND Mab

5

2.1 Restrietion of scalars (inclusion Mab c M).

Lemma 2.1.1. (i) Let A be a finite ubject 0/ Mab. Then A is free, iff /or each

c E (J1. \ {I}) the operator (1 - c) is invertible on A. It is enough to veri/y this only

/or a system 0/ generators 0/ /1,.

(ii) Let 0 -7 A -7 B -+ C --t 0 be (Ln exact sequence 0/ finite objects 0/ M (lb.

Then B is /ree, iff A and C are /ree.

Proof. (i) is obvious in view of the finiteness of A; (ii) follows from (i).

Lenuua 2.1.2. Let E : 0 -7 A --t B --t C -7 0 be an exact sequence 0/ finite objects

0/ Pab . Then

(i) di1nB = dirn.A + di1nC (nlod N);
(i i) there i.'1 a clLllunical iS01n01']Jhis7fl,

cPE : det A 0 det C-=t <let B.

Proof. (i) This is obvious (CardA = 1 + N dinlA, etc.).

(ii) First we construct cPE in tenns of any two bases of A and C and then check

that it does not depend on the choice of the bases. Let Xl, ... ,Xn be a basis af A

and YI, ... ,Ym be a basis of C. Define q) E by

11 m

q)E(Xl A ... A X u 0 Yl 1\ ... 1\ Vm) = 1\ Xi 1\ 1\ 1\ g.
i=l j=1 fJl--+Yj

Here i"Ji runs over all the preilnages of Yi in B. (We relnincl the reader that our

exterior product is cOInlnutative, see Reinark 1.2.6, and thus the exterior products

da not depend on the order of factors.) For new bases x;, ... ,x~, V~, . .. ,Y:n , the

saine fonnula yields a nHtp q)E' Let :< = ci:1:-i, V;· = wiYi' It is easily seen that

TI ~' 'TI'!' ( .)Car<1 A1=1 Cl ]=1 w]

TIu TI'ui=l ci j=1 Wj

Obviously, the right hand siele is equal to unity, and so q)E = 4>E.

Re1nark 2.1.3. A striking feature of our definition of cPE is that it is obviously

nonsynuuetric with respect to A and C. Actually, besides cPE we can define another
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eanonical isoluorphislu 'l/J E. To do this choose any liftings fh, . .. ,Ym in B of the

elenlents YI, ... ,Ym and set

n Hl

7/JE(Xl /\ ... /\ X n 0 Yl 1\ ... /\ Ym) = 1\ Xi 1\ 1\ ili /\ 1\ (Xi +c;i/j).
i=l j=l i=l , ,n

j=l, ,m
eElt

We easily see that 1/J E = W 71W 4> E, where w is the root sign of J-l.

2.2 Extension of scalars. Let U8 consider a F-field ]( (I mean that JL lies in the

1l1ultiplicative group of ](). In this situation we have the following functor:

v -+]( 0 V; P -+ Vect]{.

It is easy to see that the following lenlll1a holds.

Lelunla 2.2.1. (i) The functor V -+ ]( 0 V is a IlLnctor of tesor categories;

(ii) if w = -lJ then

Re1nark 2.2.2. (a) Let E : 0 -+ A -+ B -+ C -+ 0 be an exact sequence of finite

objects of Pub. The s,tlue sequence E , considered over F, is not exact. Oue can

see that, after 0 -l1lllltiplication by ](, the sequel1ce of ](-vector spaces ]( 0 E has

a hOluology HJ((E) in the n1icldle. Although a hOluology H(E) of E itself is not

defined, Lelunla 2 shows, that clet H(E) = 1 and dilu H(E) = 0 (luod N). It is

interesting to introcluce SOlue strueture on tbe veetor space HJ((E), which would

reflect a "triviality" of the space. It seelllS that the structure should arise from

special bases of ]( 0 A, ]( 0 B, ]( 0 C, related to the additive structure of A, B 1 C.
I nlean hases, related to characters of those groups in the multiplicative group of
]C

(b) Each V E P gives a functor ]( -+ ]( 0 V. We cau extend the category P,
considering functors with appl'opriative propel'ties as new F-spaces. The functor

]( -+ H]«(E) shows that there exsist renlly new F-spaces.

3. ABSTRACT SYMBOLS

3.1 SYlllbols (AlB) and [AlB]. Hnving Leuuua 2.1.2 we can follow the paper

[ACK].
Let us fix V E Muh. Below we use the tenllin "subgroup of V" instead of

"subobject of V".

Definition 3.1.1. Let A and B be subgroups of V. We say that A and Bare

c0l1ll11ensurable and write A ,..... B, iff' there exists a subgroup C C (A n B), such

that AjC and B jC are finite and free.
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Lellllua 3.1.2. (i) 11 A "J B, then une ClUl take An B itsell instead 01 C in the

definition 3.1.1;

(ii) the relatiun A "J B is an eq7/.itJalence.

Proof. That follows easily froln Lenl111u 2.1.1, (ii) .

Definition 3.1.3. Let A"J B.

(i) Put [AlB] = diln(A/(A n B)) - diIl1(B/(A n B)) (lnod N).
(ii) Put (AlB) = det(A/(A n B)) 0 det(B/(A n B))*.

Leluma 3.1.4. Let C be a subgrou]J 01 (A n B), A "J B "J C. Then there is a

canonical isomor]Jhisl1~

(AlB) ~ det(A/C) C!J det(B /C)*

PnXJf. Cosider the following exact sequences:

EI : 0 -+ (A n B)/C -+ A/C -+ A/(A n B) -+ 0,

and

E 2 ; 0 -+ (A n B)/C -+ B/C -+ B/(A n B) -+ O.

Lelnnla 2.1.2,( ii) gives the canonical isonlorphisms:

,pE! : det((A n B)/C) C!J clet(A/(A n B))4 det(A/C)

tPE2 : det( (A n B)/C) 0 elet(B /(A n B))4 det(B /e)

So we have the isonlOrphisl11 <PE1 0 ePE:l :

det( (AnB)/C)0det(A/(AnB) )0det( (AnB)/G)*0det(B /(AnB))*";' det(A/C)0clet(B /G)*.

After a reduction of the Ieft hand siele we have the iS01110rphisll1 to be constructed.

3.2 Properties of the SYlllbols (AlB) and [AlB]. Below we write LI ·i2 instead

of LI 0L2 and I-I instead of 1*, where 11 ,12 , I are one-diluensiollal F-spaces. By 1

we denote the stand~u·t one-eli111ensional spase, namely Fitself.

Leluma 3.2.1. Let A, B, C be S7J,bg1'U'U,]JS 01 v,. A "J B "J C. Then the1'e are the

canon i eai isomor]Jhisrns:

(a) (AIA) ~ 1;

(b) (AIB)(BIC) ~ (AIC);
(c) (AIB)-I ~ (BIA);
(cl) i f : (AIB)4(1AllE), whe1'e I is an autoTnor]Jhürn 01 V. Besides, i f = 1

in the ease A = B, if we identify (AIA) and (IAllA) with 1.

Proof. (a) is 0 bvious, (c) follows froll1 (lL) and (b).
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(b) To COnSt.rllct tbe iSOlllOrphislll of (b) put D = An B nC. Using Leuuua 3.1.4,

we cau write

(AIB)(BIC) ~ det(A/D)(det(B / D)-l) det(B / D)(det( C/ D) )-1

After a reductioll of the right hand siele we have , by the Lemma 3.1.4, just (AIC).
(cl) Put D = A n B. The autoluorphisnl I gives the following isolllorphisluS:

det(A/D) ~ det(IA/fD) and det(B/D) ~ clet(IB/ID), which give the obvious

isoluorphislu i I.

Ey the sallle way we obtain the füllowing lelullla.

Lelllma 3.2.2. Let A, B, C be s1Lbgro'U-]Js 0/ V; A '"" B '"" C. Then

(a) [AIA] = 0 (lnod N);
(b) [AlB] + [B]e] = [Ale] (lllOd N);
(c) [AlB] = -[BIA] (lllOd N);
(d) [AlB] = [/AllB] (nloel N), WhC1'C f is an a7äom011}hi~'l1n 0/ V.

3.3 SYlllbol {f, g}. Let us fix a couple A C V of objects in Mab.
Vve denote by GL(V, A) a set of all the automol'phislllS I of V, s.t., A '"" / A.

Let I anel 9 be two COllllllutating elenH~nts in GL(V, A). Considel' the following

diagl'anl 'DA(f,y) (01' 'D~(f,g)):

(AI!A)(IAI/gA)(AlgA)-1 (gAtlgA)-1

1

0'

(AllA)(AlgA)(A]gA)-1 (AllA)-l

1

Here -I/; anel 'P are the COlllposit.ions of certain natural convolutions of the types

(b) and (c) frolll Lenuua 3.2.1.

Definition 3.3.1. Let f, 9 E GL(V, A). VVe set

Here {I, g} is the autolllorphislll of the one-clilllensiollal space I, Le., an eleluent of

F. If necessary, we use the notation {I, g} A 01' {I, g} ~ to eluphasize the dependence

of {/,g} on A and V.

Rcmark 3.3.2. A.N .Parshin explained to the author the paper [AC](] using follow

ing drawings (1l1aybc, they will help to a reacler):

fA (I AiglA)
) fgA

(AllA)r 1(gAlfgA)-l

A ( gA
(AlgA)-1
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The diagraul is "C0l11111utativ", because t.he both triangles are" commutative"

(Lelllll1a 3.2.1 (b)), and the cyde gives just the upper left hand corner of the

preceding diagralll. Two following arrows give an autoll10rphism of the cyde:

, and

*
(AlfA)r

*

(J AIJgA)
* ) *

nf

*r(gAlgf A)

*

* ) *
(AlyA)

. This autOlllorphisnl coincides just wit.h the SYll1bol {/, g} .

Lelnma 3.3.3. Let h be (jn antorlLv71JhisrlL 0/ V, such that /h = hf, gh = hg, B "'"

A, where B = hA. Then

Proo/. It is enough to const.ruct an isonlorphisnl of the diagrarlls DA (/,9) anel

'DB (/,9). This iS01l10rphisrn is given by i/I 0 i,. 0 ii. 0 ij,.

Proposition 3.3.4. Let/,9,h be a'/Ltv7noTJ"~is1lLS o/V, s.t., /9 = 9/,gh = hg,hl =

Ih and A "'" IA "'" gA '" hA. Then

(i){/,g} = {g,f}-lj
(ii){!g, h} = {j', h}{g, h}.

Prou/. (i) follows il1uuediatly fronl the definition of the sYI11bols.

(i'i) Consider n diagra111 D = DA(f, h) 0 'D/A(9, h). I r11ean, that we take the

tensor product of the objects and the 1110rphisnls on correspollding plases of the

diagrarus. It is enollgh to denlons trat.e that D ~ DA (Ig, h) (then Leuuua 3.3.3 will

give the needed a.ssertion).

Let us point out here only the natural isolllorphislll of the upper left hand corners

of the diagrarns.

By a Cel'taill sequence of natural convolutiolls we obtain the following isorllor

phisru:

(AlfgA)(fgAlfghA)(fghAlhA)(hAIA) ~
r A "

(AllA) (/AJfgA)(fgAlfghA)(fghAJfhA)(fhAIIA) (IAlfhAHjhAlhA)(hAIA).

The product on the left hand side gives the uppel' left hand corner of the diaranl

TlA (/9 1 h). The pn>cluct on the right hand side being under the bracket gives the
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upper left hand corner of the diantlu VIA (g, h) . The prodnct of tbe foul' others

symbols gives the upper left hanel corner of the eliaralu VA (/, h).

3.3.5 Rem.ark. Maybe, the following drawing(like those in Reluark 3.3.2) will be

usefnl to unelerstand the preciding proof.

.-1. ~~hA

r/-:?ll
1r-- -~[;J' ~O A
A {A

The cycle A -+ fg A -+ I 9hA -+ hA -+ A froll1 the eliagranl VA (Ig, h) spli ts in the

composition of two cycles A -+ IA -+ IhA -r hA -+ A and fA -+ fgA -+ IghA -+

IhA -+ fA fron1 t.he eliagralns VA(/, h) allel '01A(9, h), corresponelingly.

3.4 Syn1bols sign(/, g) and < I,g >. Let 1,9, A be as in 3.3. We set

sign(/, g) = w[AII A][AlgA] j

< I,!J >= sign(/, g) . {f, g}.

If it is nesassary to inelicate A explicitly, we write Sigll(/, g)A anel < I, 9 >A.

Proposition 3.4.1. Let /,9, h E GL(V, A), 19 = 91,gh = hg, hf = Ih. Then

(i) sign(j,g) = sign(g, 1)-1;

sign(lg, h) = sign(/, h) sign(g, h);
(ii) < 1,9 >=< g,/ >-1;

< fg,h >=< /,h >< g,h > .

Proof. This follows inul1eeliatly fro111 Lenulla 3.2.2 anel Proposition 3.3.4.

Rernark 3.4.2. It easy to see t.hat the syn1bols {*, *}, sign(*, *) and < *, * > da

not elepenel on V. This lueallS t.hat. for aspace W I s. t. ,V C VV, all the SYlllbols

constructeel by tohe couple (V, A) Coillcide with those constructed by (W, A).

3.5 Inclusion - exclusion property.

Let A allel B he two sllbgronpsofV; /,g E GL(V,A) nGL(V,B), /9 =9/.

Proposition 3.5.1.

< f,g >A . < I,D >B=< /,9 >A+B . < /,9 >AnB

Proof. The proposition is proving by a. elirect calculatioll , exactly in [ACI(]. Olle

should pennanently use Lelluua 2.1.1 , Le111111a 2.1.2 allel take int.o account that the

isoluorphislll det A 0 det B s:: det(A ffi B) frol11 Lelluua 2.1.2(i i) depends on the

oreIer of the couple (A, B)(see Relllark 2.1.3).
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4. SYMBOLS OF CLASS flELD THEORY
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4.1 Hilbert sYlnbol. Let ]( be a finite extension of Qp, v : ](* --+ Z the corre

sponding valuation, 0 is the ring of the integers in ](, 9J1 is the Inaxilnal ideal of

0, IFq is the residue field.

Let I-l C J(*; (N,p) = 1, where N is the order of lL. Let d = dirn IFq = (q - l)/N.

Let us take V = ](, A = O. Let !, 9 E ](*. The Inultiplications by ! and 9 give

operators on V. The condition (N, p) = 1 inlpEes that A "V ! A. So we have defined

the symbols {I, 9}, sign(!, g) and (/, g).

Theoreln 4.1.1.

(i) [AlfAl = v(f) . cl, sign{!, g) = w v(f)v(g)d
2

;

(ii) {I, g} = (f"(!)) / gll(J))1I (nlod 9J1);

(iii) < !, 9 > is the classical ta7ne Hilbe1't "~Y1nbul.

Proof.

(i) is easY,Uii) follows I'roln (i), (i'i) and the stadart fon11ula for the Hilbert

SYI11bol(for exal11pIe see [Se]) .

(i i) In view of the P roposi tion 3.4.3 it is enough to consider only the cases:

(a) ! and 9 a.re units in 0;

(b) ! = 1J is an unit. in 0, 9 = 1r is an unifonnizing elcluent of O.

The case (a) is obvious. Ta proof t.he case (b) consicler the cliagranun D(1], 11')

frol11 3.4 in our case.

1 10irj~H0i~ ) I10det.lFfJ o (cletIFq )- 01 < 10 det IFq o (detlFq - 01

1 1

The operator 'i tr is equal to l(see 3.2.1,(d)). Let Xl, ... ,Xd be a bases of IFq , fj be the

residue of 1] (nlod I). Let us writ.e thc c1iagranl in t.en11S af the bases.

1

By the definition 3.3.1 we have: {f}, 1r} = .,yJ.

4.2 Weak reciprocity law. Let]( be a llluuber field, 0 be the ring of the integers,

IL C ](.
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Theorem 4.2.1. Let I, 9 E j( •. If land 9 are prime to N (this means that vp(/) =

Vp(9) = 0 for each prime divisor pIN), then

TI < 1,9 >p=< !,g >0,
p

where p runs over all the prime ideals 010. Here < I,g >p denotes < I,g >~p,
p

where K p is the p-adic completation 01 K and Op i3 its ring 01 integersj the symbol

< I,g >0 denotes < 1,9 >~ .

Proof. Let V be the space of all the finite adels of !(, A = IIp Op be the space of all

the integer adels. Let us to apply Proposition 3.5.1 to the couple A and B = K(the
condition of the primity of I and 9 to N does all the symbols correctly defined).

We have:

< I,g >~ . < 1,9 >k=< 1,9 >~nJ(' < 1,9 >~+K'

Remark 3.4.2 shows that < 1,9 >k=< I,g >j}, and the latest, obviously, is equal

to 1. The same remal'k shows that < I,g >~nK=< 1,9 >~, because An K = O.
Besides, V = A + 1«(for example, see [L]), and , consequently, < 1,9 >~+K= 1.

To complete the proof we shoulJ verify, that

<f,g>~=TI</,g>p.
p

Let S be the support of the divisors of land g. Let us write

A = TI Op x A',
PES

where A' is the ring of all the integer adels without the S-component. Applying

Proposition 3.5.1 several times, we see that:

< IJ9 >~= TI < l,9 >~p . < 1,9 >~, .
PES

V A'By Remark 3.4.2 < /,9 >AI =< f,9 >A" and, this is equal to 1. By the same

k l V/ /(premar < ,9 >0 =< ,9 >0 .p p

Remark 4.2.2. (a) The symbols< /,9 >p for plN are correctly defined in the prod

uct of Theorem 4.2.1, because the p-coßIponents of all the finite groups, involved

into the constructions of the symbols and the proof of the theorem, are trivial(f

and gare invertible (niod N)). By the sme reason the symbol< I, 9 >p= 1 for

pjN and does not coincide with the Hilbert symbol.

(b) An absense of a good theory at divisors of N and at archimedian points does

not allow us to prove the classicall'eciprocity law by the same way as it is done in
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{ACI<] for the geoluetrical case. In fact, to prove the classical reciprocity law we

should verify that

TI (f, g)p =< /, 9 >Öl,
pjN

where (/,9)p is the Hilbert sYlubol. For exan1ple, in the case !{ - Q we should

verify that for two odd integer rn and n

(_1)(m-l)/2.(n-l)/2 =< m, n >z .

For an arbitrary !( sinlilar fornlllias are nlllch n10re complicated (see [FV]).

5. CATEGORICAL APPROACH

Here we sketch in brief a n10re cat.egol'ial approach to the sYlubols introduced in

Sec. 3.

5.1 Category L. '''Te consider insteacl of the unlverSUlll V froll1 3.1 anel 3.2 a

category l, whose objects we nallte as line bunclles on an one-dimensional spase X
anel whose lTIorphis111S we nalue as nleron1orphic 11lOl'phislUS . Let F be a constant

"field". Naxuely, we deal with oue of the foUowing situations:

(CL) Geoluetric C'l.Se: here X is a. connectecl rielllannien surface, the words luero

Illorphic ITIorphis111S should be ullclerstoocl clirectly, F = C is a usual field.

(b) Algebl'aic case: hel'e )( is a Slllooth unreducible algebraic CUl've aver a usual

field F, l11erOl1l0rphic luorphisIllS are the rational those.

(c) Arithnletic case: here )( = Spec(O), where 0 is a localisation of the ring of

the integers in a llluuber field ; F is the union of {O} anel the group fl of all the

roots of unity in O(in this case F is not a. field). VVe assluue that N = Cal'dfl is

invertible in CJ.
In all these cnses we cau consider illstead of X also fonual subschelnas of X

and non-connected spaces. It. is useful, if we deal with coverings of X. Next

constructions can be transfer to this case by an obvious way, auel we will not

discuss these cases here.

5.2 Divisors. In aU tbe ca,-~es we have a theory of divisors. Namely, we have the

nation of a divisor; for each luorphisn1 f : LI -7 L 2 we have a divisor div f; for

each divisor D and each line bundle L we have the line bundle L(D):

f(U, L(D)) = {s : lJju -7 Llu Idiv s + D ~ O}

and the Ineroluorphic 1110rphislu IL
1
D : L -7 L(D), S -7 s.

5.3 SYlubols Det and lud. Let us consider a. l-nlorphislu
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Let div f = D+ - D-, whcl'e D+ and D- are effective divisors with disjoint sup

ports. Then we have the folloving seql1ence:

L1(D+) 4 LI -4 L 2 ,

where 9 = (lL
l
,D+ )-1. It is easy to see that, in fact, the morphisnls 9 and fog are

holomorphic. So we can put

Det f = det coker(g 0 f) C9 (det coker(g)) *;

Ind f = dilll coker(g 0 f) - diIn coker(g).

Let us link the sYlnbols Ind / and Det f with the sYlubols of Sec.3.

We take the ring of acleles 01' the algebra of lueroluorphic functions on X as V.
Let LI and L 2 be two line bundles wit.h trivialisations in all the general point of

X. In this situation there are two fract.ional ideal A and B in V, corresponding to

LI anel L 2 . Also tbe quotion of tbe two trivialisations gives the luerolll0rphic l11ap

f : LI --+ L 2 • vVe bave:

[AlB] = Inel f (in the case (c) only (moel N));

(AlB) = Det /,

whel'e tbe left hand side sYlnbols are elefineel in [ACK] for the cases (a) and (b) anel

in 3.1 above for the case (c).

5.4 SYlllbol < f, y >.
It is dem' tbat eacb holcHllorphic isol110rphis111 f : LI --+ L 2 glves a certain

isol11orphislll 'i f : Det 1LI ,D --+ Det 1L 2 ,D.

Let us fix two lllcrcnllorphic fUllctions /, 9 anel a lille bundle L. Let D I = - div /,

D 2 = - div g. It. is easy to see that the nlorphisll1S of the 111l1ltiplicstion by f and

9 give the holoillorphie isoillorphisillS:

/ : L --+ L(Dd und g: L --7 L(D2 ).

Exactly as in 3.3 WB cOllsieler the following diagram:

Cl

1 1

where II = Det lL,D i j 12 = Det lL(Dd,D2; l3 = Det lL,D2i l4 = Det lL(D2),D 1 '

Set: {f,g}~ = 'ljJ 0 a 04>-1 anel < I,g >~= wIJb{!,g}i, where a = Ind lL,D1i

b = Ind lL,D2 ; w = -1 for the eases ((1.), (b) and w is the saine as in Sec.3 for the

case (c).
It is easy t.u see that the sYIubol does not. depend on L anel coincieles with

< /, 9 >r(x ,0) fronl Sec.3.
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5.5 Mayer-Vietoris property. Let U, V be two open subsets of X. The inclnsion

exclusion property fronl 3.5 becol11es

< I,g >uuv=< 1,9 >u . < /,9 >v . < /,9 >ü~v

The weak 1'eciprocity law f1'Onl 4.2 becOlues

II <f,g>x=<f,9>x,
x

where x runs over all the points of .Y; < !,g >x=< !,g >Uz,' Ur IS the formal

neighbourhoocl of x in X.
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